
Bear’s Cakes!  Bear made some delicious cakes!  Can you make your own 
cakes from Bear’s recipe?  Can you make some cakes from a recipe in a recipe 
book at home?  Bear had to double his recipe - do you need to double yours?

Full, Part-Full and Empty  Can you demonstrate your understanding of  
this vocabulary by organising a Full, Part-Full and Empty display?  Could your 
display include a range of  cups and extra vocabulary...e.g. ‘nearly full’?

Roberto’s 30 Second ‘I’m a Pizza’ Challenge!  Today’s 
challenge is very silly!  How many times can you do a star-jump and say, ‘I’m a 
pizza’ without stopping or laughing!  Have fun with your exercising!

Alie’ Nugget Challenge!  In Number Fun Live today, Bear made some 
delicious mud kitchen cakes.  Can you create your own recipe and make your 
own mud kitchen cakes?  Or can you bake some cakes for human consumption?

Monster Challenges - Bear’s Cakes

Number Fun Live: Bear’s Chairs

We hope you enjoy these mathematical challenges.  Dave would love to see what you’ve been up to! 
Please send your pictures and messages to Dave: live@numberfun.com  @NumberFunDave 

The songs featured in today’s Number Fun Live can be accessed on the Number Fun Parent Portal.

Featured Songs: Wobbling Soldiers 
3 Bowls, 3 Bears (Part 2)
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Alie’s Cooking Challenge!
In today’s Number Fun Live, Bear made the most delicious cakes for his friends.  
Cooking is packed with mathematics.  Can you complete the following challenges?

Alie’s Nugget Challenges:

1: Mud Kitchen Cake Recipe

Can you create your own Mud Kitchen Cake recipe that you can then use to create some lovely 
cakes for the members of  your family.  Often chefs make up the recipes as they go, so feel free 
to be creative!  Bear’s recipe used the unit of  a cup - a measure that is sometimes used in real 
recipes.  What unit will you use?  Can you write up a version of  your recipe that uses metric 
measures like litres and grams?  

2: Cake Recipe Investigation

Can you find a cake recipe on the internet or in a recipe book and see what you notice.  What 
units are used?  What is the ratio between the flour and the sugar?  Jot down every bit of  
mathematics you can find in that recipe!  Don’t forget to think about temperature and time!

3: Cake Baking

Once you’re had a good look at a recipe, see if  you can make the cakes!  Ask an adult for some 
help as you need it.   You could always dress up as Roberto the Chef  if  you wished!  Can you 
follow the recipe?  Do you need to double the recipe like Bear did in the story today?  Decorate 
and present your cakes to your family as a special treat! 
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